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QUESTION 1

Which options are available in the packing profile that is assigned to the warehouse order creation rule? Note: There are
3 correct answers to this question. 

A. Consider length, width, and height. 

B. Create items in the outbound delivery for the packaging material. 

C. Use a simple algorithm, a complex algorithm, or a BAdl. 

D. Skip a warehouse task that no longer fits into the pick handling unit. 

E. Limit the number of items to be packed in the pick handling unit. 

Correct Answer: ACD 

 

QUESTION 2

What do you use to control what is displayed on the mobile device? Note: There are 2 correct answers to this question. 

A. Personalization profile 

B. Presentation profile 

C. User profile 

D. Queue type 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 3

What can a warehouse order include? Note: There are 2 correct answers to this question. 

A. Warehouse requests 

B. Physical inventory items 

C. Warehouse tasks 

D. Wave items 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 4

Your customer has two warehouse numbers that share the same physical yard. How do you set up the yard to enable
yard management. 
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A. Define a storage type for a yard in both warehouse numbers, and connect the two storage types with a common
checkpoint. 

B. Define a storage type for a yard in one of the warehouse numbers, and connect the yard with doors to the other
warehouse number. 

C. Define a storage type for a yard in each warehouse number without any other settings. 

D. Define a storage type for a yard in each warehouse number, and connect the two storage types with doors to each
other. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

What determines the source bin of a product in an inbound delivery? Note: There are 2 correct answers to this
question. 

A. Storage process 

B. Warehouse process type 

C. Staging area and door determination 

D. Warehouse task 

Correct Answer: BC 
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